DataStax Enterprise Graph
Duration

2 days

Format

Instructor-led

Audience

Software professionals proficient with Cassandra core

Topics:


Managing Graphs
o

concepts and looking to learn DataStax Enterprise Graph
Prerequisites

Introducing DataStax
Enterprise Graph

Completion of the DataStax Enterprise Foundations of

o

Property Graph

Apache Cassandra™ online course. Linux command line

o

Managing Graphs

and programming experience. Recommended knowledge



of DSE Search (Solr) and Analytics (Spark).

Schemas

Course Overview

o
o

graph indexes, and basics of populating and querying graphs. In addition, the

subgraph, statistical, ordering, mutating, and other types of traversals.

Defining Custom Vertex
IDs



Learning Objective
Achieve proficiency in simple, branching, recursive, path, projecting, declarative,

Defining Graph
Schemas

DataStax Enterprise Graph covers key topics on property graphs, graph schemas,
course addresses traversals using the Gremlin graph traversal language.

Working with Graph



Indexing Graph Data
o

Vertex Indexes

o

Property Indexes

o

Edge Indexes

Inserting Graph Data
o

Inserting Data Using
Gremlin Graph API

o

About Instructor-led Training

Importing Graphs with
Gremlin I/O

Classroom training is delivered by DataStax experts, who will share first-hand
experiences and practical use cases. High level of interactivity with the trainer
coupled with hands-on labs deliver an active learning experience.
A private on-site training setting provides the option to tailor the delivery based
on your needs and preferences. We will work with your team to determine areas
requiring emphasis during delivery. Additionally, on-site training foster
teamwork and team learning that continue through the project.

Exporting and



Traversing Graph Data
o

Traversing Graph Data

o

Gremlin Language
Introduction

o

Graph Traversal Steps

o

Simple Traversal

o

Branching Traversal

o

Recursive Traversal

o

Path Traversal

o

Projecting Traversal

o

Declarative Traversal

o Subgraph
Traversal
DataStax delivers Apache Cassandra™ in a database platform purpose built for the performance and availability demands of web, mobile
and IOT applications,
giving
enterprises a secure always-on database that remains operationally simple when scaled in a single datacenter or across multiple datacenters
and clouds.
With more
o Statistical
Traversal
than 500 customers in over 50 countries, DataStax is the database technology of choice for the world’s most innovative companies, such as Netflix, Adobe, Intuit

o

Ordering Traversal

and eBay. Based in Santa Clara, Calif., DataStax is backed by industry-leading investors including Comcast Ventures, Crosslink Capital, Lightspeed Venture Partners,
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Meritech Capital, Premji Invest and Scale Venture Partners. For more information, visit DataStax.com
follow us @DataStax.
o orMutating
Traversal

